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No ADA Claim Where Employee Quit

 

By Katherine A. Phillips  1/22/2015
 

A diabetic former sales employee with Kohl’s Department Stores Inc., who quit after the store failed to grant

her requested accommodation of a steady and predictable work schedule, lacked an Americans with

Disabilities Act (ADA) claim because she walked away from the interactive process, a divided 1st U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals ruled.

Kohl’s employed Pamela Manning as a part-time sales associate from October 2006 until January 2008,

when she was promoted to a full-time sales associate. As a full-time sales associate, Manning worked

predictable shifts that usually started no earlier than 9 a.m. and ended no later than 7 p.m. After Kohl’s

restructured in January 2010, Manning’s schedule became unpredictable and she worked more swing

shifts—a night shift followed by an early shift the following day.

In March 2010, Manning notified her supervisor, Michelle Barnes, that working unpredictable and erratic

shifts was aggravating her Type I diabetes and endangering her health. Manning provided the store

manager, Tricia Carr, a doctor’s note requesting that Kohl’s schedule Manning to work “a predictable day

shift (9a-5p or 10a-6p).”

Carr sought guidance from Michael Treichler in Kohl’s corporate human resources department. Treichler told

Carr that as a full-time associate, Manning would still need to work nights and weekends, but “we would

make sure she had no swing shifts, [and] that she really took her breaks,” according to testimony. Treichler

asked Carr to meet with Manning and propose the no-swing-shift option to her.



Carr and Barnes met with Manning on March 31, 2010. During the meeting, Manning testified, she requested

a “steady schedule, [but] not specifically 9 to 5.” Carr notified Manning that she would not be provided with a

consistently steady 9-to-5 schedule. Carr never offered Manning the no-swing-shift as an accommodation.

Manning became upset and told Carr that she had no choice but to quit because of the adverse health

effects caused by working unpredictable shifts. Manning left her keys, walked out of Carr’s office and

slammed the door.

Carr followed after Manning and asked her to reconsider her resignation and discuss other potential

accommodations. Manning refused. Carr called Manning on April 9, 2010, and again asked Manning to

reconsider her resignation and discuss other accommodations. Manning did not communicate with Kohl’s.

Kohl’s treated Manning’s departure as a voluntary resignation.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) brought suit against Kohl’s on behalf of Manning,

claiming that Kohl’s failed to reasonably accommodate Manning in violation of the ADA and that Kohl’s

failure to accommodate Manning led to her constructive discharge.

The district court ruled for Kohl’s, and a divided 1st Circuit affirmed. Both the employer and the employee

have a duty to engage in the interactive process in good faith. Kohl’s acted in good faith when it initiated the

interactive process and expressed a willingness to continue the interactive process with Manning two times

after she quit, the majority of the 1st Circuit determined. Manning abandoned the interactive process by

assuming the worst-case scenario and resigning prematurely. Manning also failed to set forth a constructive

discharge claim because no reasonable employee would have felt compelled to resign under the

circumstances, the majority of the 1st Circuit further concluded.

The EEOC and dissent maintained that the employer did not act in good faith because Carr and Barnes

rejected Manning’s requested accommodation and did not offer Manning the no-swing-shift accommodation

authorized by Treichler.

EEOC v. Kohl’s Dep’t Stores, Inc., 1st Cir., No. 14-1268 (Dec. 19, 2014).

Professional Pointer: Employers are reminded that when considering an employee’s accommodation

request, they have a duty to actively engage in good faith in the interactive process and not to treat the

accommodation request as an arms-length business negotiation.

Katherine A. Phillips is an attorney with Malone, Thompson, Summers & Ott LLC, the Worklaw® Network

member firm in Columbia, S.C.
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